OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF COMMERCIAL TAXES, ORISSA, CUTTACK.

No 10066 /CT,  
IX (XV) 42 (P) /2010  

Dated 11.06.2010  

CORRIGENDUM  

This Office Order Nos. 9962 /CT, dt. 11.06.2010, is hereby rectified as detailed below.  

1. The transfer of Sri Kailash Chandra Sethy, ACTO Sambalpur Range (appearing at Sl. No. 30) to Cuttack II Range is hereby cancelled.  
2. The transfer of Sri Manoranjan Panda, ACTO Balasore Range (appearing at Sl. No. 42) to Ganjam Range is hereby cancelled.  

By order of the  
Commissioner of Commercial Taxes,  
Orissa, Cuttack.  

P.A to Commissioner of Commercial Taxes  

Memo No 1067 /CT,  
Dated 11-6-2010  

Copy forwarded to all Addl. CCTs / P.A. to C.C.T.(O) for information and necessary action.  

Memo No. 1068 /CT,  
Date 11-6-2010  

P.A to Commissioner of Commercial Taxes  

Copy forwarded to the J.C.C.T.s of all Ranges for information. They are requested to give placement to ACTOs posted in their Ranges in different Circles under their jurisdiction within 7 days and intimate to the office of the C.C.T.(O). The JCCTs are instructed not to deploy any ACTO in any checkgate and I.P without the approval of the Spl CCT (Enf). Further they are also instructed that while sending proposal for deployment of ACTOs to checkgates and I.P, the JCCTs should submit the service records (details of posting) during the last five years and should also certify that the ACTO is competent, courageous and their integrity is beyond doubt and no ACTO should be deployed by the JCCT to any checkgate and I.P for more than three months. 

P.A to Commissioner of Commercial Taxes
Memo No. **10069 /CT.**

Copy forwarded to the DCCTs of all Enforcement Ranges and Circles / DCCTs & ACCTs of Circles / ACCTs of four major border Checkgates of Jamsolaghat, Girisola, Laxmannath Road and Luhurachat / CTOs of all Investigation Units for information and necessary action. They are requested to relieve the ACTOs under orders of transfer without waiting for their substitutes and report compliance by Fax.

P.A to Commissioner of Commercial Taxes

Memo No. **10070 /CT.**

Copy forwarded to the persons concerned for information and necessary action.

P.A to Commissioner of Commercial Taxes